Sheers:
Pillow Shams:
Throw Pillows:
Throw Pillows:
Duvet:
Solar Shade:

Leresh/Snow
Affinity/Steel Blue
Atlas/Storm Cloud
Atlas/Gray Mist
Matrix/Bone Ocean Mist
Pure Screen 10%/Charcoal

matrix i bone ocean mist

nexus I matrix

Colorful layers of soothing natural light recall the mysteries of sunrise,
sea and mountains viewed from the horizon. Matrix is a classic combination
of soft colors that go beautifully with a background of natural whites such
as bone. Every bolt is 118 inches wide, giving the designer a near seamless
canvas for dramatic bedding, window treatments and upholstery.
collection:
pattern:
width:
vertical repeat:
horizontal repeat:
railroad:
passes nfpa 701:
content:
reversible:

nexus
matrix
118.00”
118.00”
0.00”
no, 3.3 yard panel
yes
100% polyester FR
yes

coordinate: affinity
additional color-ways for this pattern

color: bone chocolate

color: bone emerald sea

color: bone flagstaff

color: bone mineral

color: bone ocean mist

color: bone onyx

color: bone rising sun

color: bone sierra

Patterns may be reduced in size for illustration purposes. Colors will vary based on computer monitor and printer differences. Please request a
swatch to review actual colors. Swatch colors are subject to dye lot variations. Fabrics are also available in custom colors (minimum req.).
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m a t r i x i mocha rising sun

nexus I matrix

As satisfying as a warm latte made with espresso, chocolate and milk,
Nexus Matrix mochas and anthracite gradations are perfect counterpoints
for rooms anchored with richer, earthy background color. The wide bolts give
maximum design flexibility along with their 100 percent polyester wear
ability and ease of maintenance.
collection:
pattern:
width:
vertical repeat:
horizontal repeat:
railroad:
passes nfpa 701:
content:
reversible:

nexus
matrix
118.00”
118.00”
0.00”
no, 3.3 yard panel
yes
100% polyester FR
yes

coordinate: affinity
additional color-ways for this pattern

color: mocha chocolate

color: mocha mineral

color: mocha ocean mist

color: anthracite rising sun

Patterns may be reduced in size for illustration purposes. Colors will vary based on computer monitor and printer differences. Please request a
swatch to review actual colors. Swatch colors are subject to dye lot variations. Fabrics are also available in custom colors (minimum req.).
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